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Party policy
Two'thirds of the Ukrainian electorate 
has no confidence in political parties. 
This hampers the expansion of democratic public
administration initiatives aimed at boosting 
the living standards of the population. 
In our opinion, two main reasons have prompted
this situation: on the one hand, parties
manipulate their election programs solely in order
to win elections, and do not bother to fulfil their
promises; on the other hand, the general public
does not call parties to account for failing 
to implement their programs. 
In this issue, we present our evaluation 
of this problem and how it can be solved through
the synergies of parties and the public.
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Dear readers,
This issue of Policy Studies is dedicated to an
analysis of the question of design and im;
plementation of party policy. It is targeted
primarily at representatives of political par;
ties, non;governmental organizations, and
the mass media.
In a democratic society, political parties play
a vital role, because particularly through
them citizens can participate in managing
their country and determining its develop;
ment strategy. We have prepared this publi;
cation with regard to a key problem of build;
ing democracy in Ukraine—the problem of
extremely low confidence in political par;
ties among citizens.
The situation has worsened to such an ex;
tent primarily through the lack of dialogue
between parties and voters in the between;
election periods. Parties do not pay sufficient
attention to implementing of the programs
which helped them win the elections. After
the elections are over, people are not up;
dated as to what the party is working on, or
whether it cares about the interests of the
voters.
In this publication, we analyse the mecha;
nisms which would allow parties to estab;
lish dialogue with the public;at;large, and
to make sure that people’s interests are re;
flected in government policy.
The first section, “Can Ukrainian parties
boast policies of their own?”, outlines the
problem of mistrust in parties, identifies rea;
sons, and suggests possible solutions.
In the second section—“Transformation
strategy: Our outlook”—we dwell upon the
core objectives Ukraine is facing at the
present stage of societal transformation; in
our opinion, they must be manifested in
successful party platforms. Additionally, we
set out ways of accomplishing the targeted
objectives, as the political parties that will
make it through to Parliament will have to
lend special attention to this particular work.
The third section—“Preparing a party elec;
tion program”—describes the mechanisms
and principles of preparing election pro;
grams of political parties. We grounded our
research on the international experience
accumulated in this realm. The present
material will raise voters’ awareness as to
what a party platform should include, and
what are the criteria to assess it.
In countries with a developed democracy,
children acquire the skills of utilising dem;
ocratic institutions already in school; they
are familiar with the principles governing
the activity of political parties, and learn to
assess election programs. Civic education is
an inherent part of the general education
system. Therefore, as they grow children
become conscious and active citizens of
their country. Further information on civic
education is found in Appendix .
Appendix  comprises advice on the core
principles for carrying out an election cam;
paign that expects to win supporters for the
party and encourages citizens to vote.
In Appendix , you can find a list of web;
pages of political parties of different coun;
tries worldwide. Information available
through the Internet presents multiple ex;
amples of utilizing modern;day technologies
to establish dialogue and cooperation be;
tween voters and political parties.
Appendix  incorporates a document from
the web;page of the Liberal Party of Canada,
where the party shares its experience in
implementing democratic mechanisms of
policymaking.
We hope that you will find the materials
delivered in this issue of Policy Studies inter;
esting and constructive.
Regards,
Editors
International Centre for Policy Studies
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Can Ukrainian parties boast
policies of their own?
Robust political parties operating in the interests of different societal groups help
democracy to thrive. Ukrainian parties are feeble and unpopular because they do
not transform the interests of their electorate into government policy. In the current
issue of Policy Studies, we evaluate mechanisms that can be employed by parties to
more effectively protect the interests of citizens. An open process of working out
party strategy for Ukraine’s development would boost electors’ confidence in parties,
offering voters an opportunity to make a conscious choice and to control party
activities between elections. We sought to model the process of party policymaking,
and set ourselves the question of how we would prepare a pre$election program
given our outlook on Ukraine’s development strategy
Ukrainians put no confidence in parties
A democratic political system has been put
together over the decade of independence in
Ukraine. The government is freely elected,
and the population receives information
about goings;on in the country and world;
wide from the mass media, not from some
samizdat organs. Ukrainians can freely ex;
press their opinion, lawfully exercise entre;
preneurial initiative, and change their place
or country of residence.
However, the overthrow of totalitarianism
and promulgation of civil freedoms did not
lead to any rapid improvement of the wel;
fare of the population, who thus became dis;
illusioned with democratic principles. The
existence of different political parties is
among these principles. While % of
Ukrainians believed that the country needed
a multi;party system in , and % saw no
need in it, by  the number of supporters
of the former dropped to %, while those
opposed soared to %.  Moreover, a 
public opinion poll revealed that merely %
of Ukrainians trust political parties, while
% mistrust them.
 See Ukrainian society, – (Kyiv ).
 Ibid.
Parties do not boost living standards
The negative attitude displayed by citizens
towards the multi;party system cannot be at;
tributed to nostalgia for the Soviet system,
because most Ukrainians feel positive about
building a market economy. In , private
business development was supported by
% of Ukrainians, while only % voiced
their negative attitude towards this sphere
of activity (meantime, in  the figures
were % and %, respectively).
Such a state of affairs discloses the fact that
Ukrainians, despite feeling positive about the
market economy, see no use forthe activities
of democratic institutions that ensure the
proper delegation of authority.
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What caused this situation? Private enter;
prises aspire to satisfy the everyday needs of
the population, to better the living condi;
tions of Ukrainians. Business works out its
own development strategy, focused on at;
taining these goals. In order to enhance the
quality of their products, private entrepre;
neurs study Western manuals, picking up
experience from enterprises with foreign
assets, as well as international partners.
Meanwhile, Ukrainian parties have never
dedicated their routine activity to raising
the living standards of Ukrainians. The sole
goal of the majority of political parties is to
come to power and to make the best of be;
ing in office. Unlike business, Ukrainian
parties do not generate any real end;prod;
uct, which should be a vision of government
policy oriented towards bettering liveli;
hoods. Party officials seek to master not the
methods of upgrading their product, but
technologies that will win them recognition
without having the product itself.
Therefore, prior to elections parties make
countless promises, not bothering at all with
such issues as how they are going to fulfil
these promises (especially given resource
limitations), criteria which would allow to
assess the execution of such promises, etc.
Pre;electoral programs of Ukrainian parties
are not real strategies that the parties would
stick to if they come to power. Programs do
not comprise realistic objectives, which
makes public control over the fulfillment of
party promises impossible. In between elec;
tions, parties do not consider it necessary to
set lobbying the interests of their voters as
one of the objectives of public policy, and
the public has no controlling mechanisms
over the activities of those they elect.
Mechanisms of public control over the ac;
tivities of parties in Ukraine are not devel;
oped well enough. During the inter;elec;
toral period, voters do not have proper in;
formation concerning what the parties and
their representatives in government agen;
cies are working on, whether their actions
meet the interests of the people who voted
for them at the elections, or whether the
party abides by the declared pre;election
program which brought it victory. The lack
of accountability and responsibility of the
party towards voters fuels the population’s
mistrust in all political agents, without ex;
ception.
Parties can win confidence
Parties as well as the Ukrainian public;at;
large have a stake in tackling the problem of
mistrust towards political institutions. If
there is political competition, then well;
thought;out and convincing party action pro;
grams will be able to dramatically simplify
the task of winning numerous supporters,
because shaping staunch confidence in a
party that entails the conscious support by
citizens of its actions is far more effective
than millions spent on advertising. Simulta;
neously, citizens will be able to use political
parties to further their interests in govern;
ment policy, which will thus be aimed at im;
proving their welfare. It is the institute of
political parties as well as the procedure of
democratic elections that enable the popu;
lation to partake actively in the country’s
destiny.
The activities of political parties will become
more effective if the required efforts will be
jointly applied, both by parties and the pub;
lic;at;large. The mechanisms of open policy;
making, considered to be the modern;day
technology of implementing democratic
principles, should be applied early, at the
stage of preparation of party election plat;
forms:
• policy analysis, which envisages the eval;
uation of decision alternatives (presented
by various societal groups) and of the con;
sequences of implementing them for so;
ciety;
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• the practice of horizontal consultations
and of public dialogue.
Open policymaking comprises the follow;
ing stages:
• setting a strategic goal fora political par;
ty and working out a consistent outlook
of the desired conditions in society;
• resource analysis (of competitive advan;
tages and hurdles) on the way to achiev;
ing the goal;
• tracing pivotal problems (or non;utilised
opportunities) which stand in the way of
achieving the set target, via analysing the
electorate’s opinion;
• formulating party policy options regard;
ing overcoming these problems;
• analysis of the probable implications of
implementing each policy alternative;
• public discussions of policy alternatives
with voters;
• defining assessment criteria for party ac;
tivities.
The public, represented by the mass me;
dia, should receive the reports of parties at
each of these stages. This is the only way
electors can obtain information which will
enable them to make a conscious choice.
The mass media will play a much more in;
fluential role in public life if  they highlight
parties’ activities from the viewpoint of pro;
posed development strategies for Ukraine,
specific tasks that they set before themselves,
and ways to control the work of parties dur;
ing inter;electoral periods.
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Transformation strategy:
our outlook
Ukraine is currently undergoing a transfor;
mation of its society from totalitarianism to
democracy, and this process demands altera;
tion of all aspects of life. These changes re;
quire tremendous and meticulously planned
technical work. Central European countries
achieved solid successes in this domain, as
they were steered by strict EU integration
plans. Ukrainians have to set before them;
selves the objective of achieving European
standards, using them as milestones on its
own accession path.
We accentuate the following tasks that
Ukraine is facing during the transformation
stage:
• participation of citizens in the process of
elaborating and implementing govern;
ment policy;
• observing human rights;
• effective work of state authorities;
• a deserved place for Ukraine in today’s
world of globalization;
• developing the national economy.
Individual participation
Democratic institutions should ensure that
the interests of Ukraine’s citizens are taken
into account in government policy. Over the
decade of reforms in Ukraine, political in;
stitutions such as the Constitution, parlia;
ment, President, and political parties have
emerged and started to function. By means
of regular democratic elections, people con;
fer part of the authority regarding the exer;
cise of power to the state bodies that repre;
sent their interests. Nonetheless, no govern;
mental or public institutions have been es;
tablished yet to promote cooperation be;
tween the government and the general pub;
lic during the inter;election periods. The
lack of such institutions makes citizens feel
helpless before the state authorities, and
hence they consciously refrain from influ;
encing them, which in turn creates a “bene;
ficial environment” for the proliferation of
corruption and restoration of totalitarian de;
cision;making methods. Consequently, the
government policy does not reflect the in;
terests of the Ukrainian people.
In our opinion, the objective of political par;
ties should be to ensure the effectiveness of
democracy in Ukraine through creating new
public institutions,—primarily by applying
democratic procedures in government pol;
icymaking. Building a state, just like build;
ing a small house, requires a vision of the
goal, and everyday toil. The government
should take a daily account of different in;
terests, consider decision alternatives, and
analyze the implications of implementing
these decisions for the society. When the
government predicts the consequences of
its decisions and makes public its forecast,
citizens become conscious of their personal
responsibility for the actions of the govern;
ment they elected. Every citizen then asks
himself or herself, “What will this particular
governmental decision mean to me?” This
kind of perception of personal responsibili;
ty creates feedback and confidence between
citizens and the government, and they make
their democratic choices with full awareness.
Properly informed, active citizens are the
guarantors of an upright and effective gov;
ernment.
The following features characterise good gov;
ernance: () responsiveness of government
policy to demand and public goals; () policy
consistency and efficiency, attained by focus;
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ing the government’s activities in the defined
priority spheres; and () regular public dis;
cussion of all decisions, and the causes and
effects of their implementation. Dialogue be;
tween the government and citizens regard;
ing government policy will encourage more
confidence in the state authorities, improved
expectations of the future, and a more com;
prehensive usage of the national potential.
The output of quality governmental policy
will be the betterment of living standards of
Ukrainians.
Human rights above all
Under the self;willed totalitarian state, indi;
viduals were deprived of their rights. Fear of
the Soviet government did not permit peo;
ple to enjoy the status of members of a uni;
fied society. Now, the rule of law implies that
individuals are valued higher than the state.
This democratic framework urges Ukrainians
to unite in order to build a common future.
Therefore, the priority observance of human
rights should be assured through an inde;
pendent and equitable justice system.
The state for its citizens
In a democratic society, the government has
no chance to exercise direct forceful con;
trol over the observance of public order and
discipline. The authorities cannot impose
decisions, therefore they have to work out
mechanisms for their coordination. Every;
day governmental activity should seek to
meet public interests.
We believe that the priority objective of a
party should be to create an effective demo;
cratic governmental machine, which sets out
the game rules and secures their fulfillment.
A well*deserved place in the sun
in today’s world of globalisation
Building acountry’s policy while disregard;
ing today’s global processes is not possible
anymore. Therefore, parties have to respond
to questions concerning Ukraine’s place in
a globalised world, about their attitude to;
wards an integration processes, and also
define exactly what ensures the success of
foreign policy.
Ukraine has not yet created modern public
infrastructures of management, education,
finances, trade, transport, etc. The exist;
ence of such infrastructures gives a country
the capacity to participate in globalisation
processes as a full;fledged member. Thus,
developing the capacity for globalisation
should be seen as a condition of independ;
ence and progress. An effective way of de;
veloping such a capacity is to participate in
the European integration process. By observ;
What are the essential components of a party program?
Any political party which offers and explains its understanding of the objectives, priority areas, and
measures of government policy that will respond to the needs of the population is sure to win. We defined
the priority areas of government policy taking into account the following information:
•  analysis of data on population needs based on sociological surveys—this includes such spheres as
social security, healthcare, government that takes into account the population’s needs, and suprem*
acy of human rights;
•  expert estimates regarding the most essential spheres which ensure sustainable economic growth and
improved living standards—given these criteria, priority policy objectives should be the development of
business initiative, effective utilisation of public funds, and educational reform.
In each chapter, we have accentuated the following core issues: () policy goals; () available potential
which can be used to attain the goals of such policy; () steps that can be undertaken by a political
party in this or that policy domain; () benefits gained by the public when these promises are fulfilled;
and () specific proposals regarding the utilisation of various methods, which will enable electors to
track the extent of fulfilling party obligations.
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Our viewpoint on the ways of executing
transformation objectives
How to fix the human rights
situation in Ukraine
The orientation of a party’s activities should
be defined by individual rights and
freedoms. Article  of the Constitution stip;
ulates that the chief and top priority govern;
ment obligation is to confirm and secure
human rights and freedoms.
Ukraine has an extensive and robust legisla;
tive base pertaining to the security of hu;
man rights:
• The Ukrainian Constitution sets forth the
same rights and freedoms which are in;
cluded in the International Convention
on Human Rights (this document is ac;
knowledged as an international standard
of respecting basic human rights and
freedoms of all people in the world);
• Each individual is entitled to appeal to
the Ombuds person in the Verkhovna
Rada of Ukraine to defend their person;
al rights. The Ombuds person executes
parliamentary control over observance of
constitutional human rights and
freedoms in Ukraine;
• Ukrainian legislation complies with in;
ternational agreements. The Constitu;
tion of Ukraine proclaims that each indi;
vidual, after all national means of legal
protection have been utilised, is entitled
to appeal to international court institu;
tions and international organisations of
which Ukraine is a member.
The policy objective of any party should be
to fulfill the norms of extant laws of Ukraine
for the welfare of every citizen.
Human rights apply to everybody without
exception. Human rights are the rights be;
longing to an individual. The government
cannot interfere with the process of realisa;
tion of these rights. The supremacy of hu;
man rights implies a higher value of person;
ing integration terms, the state can secure
for itself a place in the sun in today’s world
of globalisation.
Economic growth for personal
welfare
Under a planned economy, all resources
belonged to the state; any entrepreneurial
initiative was suppressed, and thus resourc;
es were quickly exhausted. Under a mar;
ket economy, private entrepreneurial ini;
tiative turns into a major resource, and eco;
nomic growth makes this resource inex;
haustible. The process of enriching the
whole nation contributes to the welfare of
each individual through high;quality med;
ical help, education, and social security.
Thus, the party must perform the follow;
ing tasks in the first place:
• create conditions for the development
of entrepreneurial initiative and compe;
tition, as well as for protecting private
ownership rights;
• reduce direct taxes;
• ensure careful and economic utilisation
of budget funds;
• create an education system that will meet
the needs of the population and the re;
quirements of modern;day life;
• reform the healthcare system in order to
secure high;quality and accessible medi;
cal help;
• guarantee social assistance to all those
who need it, but with careful utilisation
of budget funds.
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al dignity compared to the power and au;
thority of the state. During a historically
lengthy period, rulers and dictators of
Ukraine deprived Ukrainians of their rights.
The Constitution of Ukraine proclaims the
following basic human rights, which con;
cern every individual:
• No one can be willfully deprived of life;
• No one can be tortured, no one can be
treated or punished violently, inhuman;
ly, or pejoratively to one’s dignity;
• No one can be detained or kept in custo;
dy without a motivated court decision and
on the basis of and pursuant to procedures
stipulated by law.
The principal freedoms of Ukrainian citizens
are freedom of movement, of thought, of
speech, and of confession. The state cannot
expropriate these freedoms from citizens.
However, two;thirds of Ukrainians believe
that the country has still not achieved the
full observance of human rights. This meas;
ure has been persistently increasing since
.  For that reason, ever more people
are becoming aware of the importance of
protecting human rights. Violation of the
rights of one particular person today, if not
stopped, will result in the violation of other
peoples’ rights in the future. Human rights
protection should be put on the agenda of
the whole society, not just by occasional
champions of justice.
The following measures can be employed
to ensure the participation of citizens in hu;
man rights protection:
• implementation of the Ukrainian consti;
tutional provisions regarding justice:
- administering justice through peoples’
assessors and juries;
- unfettered competition between the
prosecution and defense parties, and
their freedom to provide evidence and
prove its cogency to the court. The
court will evaluate the significance and
objectivity of submitted evidence,
whether it was legally acquired, and
based on this will rule in favour of one
of the parties ;
-   making impossible any influence on
judges, particularly, by the state;
-    ensuring the security of witnesses;
• organization of public supervision over
the activities of law;enforcing agencies;
• using community service as an alternative
punishment to imprisonment;
• strengthening the role of the Ombuds
person.
Every party should set itself the objective of
accomplishing the following goals:
• establishing transparent and objective le;
gal proceedings—no;one should be pun;
ished without proof of their guilt;
• establishing public control over the ob;
servance of human rights in the system of
law;enforcement agencies;
• developing an active attitude inthe pub;
lic towards protecting human rights and
freedoms.
How to enhance the performance
of state governmental agencies
In Ukraine, the framework of a democratic
system has been developed, the core prin;
ciples of which are set forth in the Constitu;
tion. Ukraine has state government bodies
and agencies of local self;government. Reg;
 Ibid.
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Green Papers and White Papers
Green and White papers are public documents highlighting government policy in a particular sphere;
they allow the government to determine an effective solution to a problem by organising public discus*
sion and taking note of the interests of all parties involved.
Such public documents should be prepared early, at a stage when the problem has just surfaced or when new
possibilities have emerged. That is how the government can win public trust and stave off social instabil*
ity, which is likely to be prompted by the government’s uncertainty in a problematic area.
Public discussion of policy alternatives will greatly facilitate decision making. On the one hand,
citizens will be aware of the steps that the government intends to take, and this information will shape
their attitude towards them. On the other hand, influential interest groups will not oppose the policy
implementation process.
Green Papers
The Green Paper aims at assisting the government to draw the attention of the public*at*large to
problems and emerging opportunities, as well as to identify public attitudes towards possible ways of
solving problems or benefiting from opportunities.
The Green Paper is an informative document dealing with a specific problem. This document is
disseminated among all interested parties (organisations or citizens) who are directly or indirectly
related to the problem and who are invited to the discussion. Sometimes, Green Papers serve as a
framework for legal and normative acts.
The Green Paper usually comprises the following sections:
•  identification of problems or new opportunities (what the current problem is or what new opportuni*
ties have emerged; the extent of government interference required in solving a problem or in benefiting
from an opportunity);
 Herein, we have used materials compiled by Professor Paul Brown, which he used during a presentation
arranged by the International Centre for Policy Studies under the framework of the “Network for Policy
Development in the Government of Ukraine” project. This project was initiated by the Cabinet of
Ministers of Ukraine Secretariat jointly with the International Centre for Policy Studies and is incorporat;
ed in the “Policy Advice for Reform” (PAR) project, executed by the Canadian Bureau of International
Education and  funded by the Canadian International Development Agency.
ular elections ensure the democratic trans;
fer of powers.
This is the backbone of a political structure
erected on a democratic framework; and the
blood which infuses democracy with life is the
government and professional civil service.
None of the developed democracies can ex;
ist without a government. Every citizen cast;
ing his or her vote at elections charges the
government to represent his or her interests
and make policy decisions. The government
undertakes the responsibility that every pub;
lic interest will be represented and taken
into consideration. The government devel;
ops and makes public its strategy, and a po;
litically neutral civil service should give the
government professional advice on state
policy, as well as implement such a policy.
Ukraine inherited its government and civil
service from the totalitarian system. In the
Soviet times, this institute was designated to
manage the economy and protect its single
interest—that of power. In contrast, the func;
tions of a democratic government machine
are principally different, entailing the ac;
complishment of the following objectives:
• implementation of the state policy voted
for by electors;
• provision of high;quality government
services.
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Under reform conditions, another essential
function of the government is the efficient
management of the process of change. Peo;
ple usually find it psychologically hard to
get accustomed to any modification of set;
tled ways. Drastic changes in public life
cause havoc in the life of every citizen. Mean;
while, if a person understands what is hap;
pening, why it is happening, and what it will
eventually come to, he or she will live
through this less painfully.
No decision can please everyone; there will
always be those who win and those who lose.
Nonetheless, everyone has the right to know
why the government approved this or that
decision, and the government’s duty is to
explain why this particular, not any other,
decision has been favoured. The procedures
of public discussions of draft decisions are
designated for this purpose. For example, the
European Union has the practice of prepar;
ing and discussing Green and White papers.
The efficient work of the government and
the civil service can be accomplished in the
following ways:
• clearly distinguishing between politi;
cians and civil servants. Politicians set pri;
orities and the national development
strategy, while public servants give pro;
fessional advice to politicians, and im;
plement government policy;
• launching a system of strategic planning
at all levels of public administration. The
government has to prevetn problems in;
stead of fire;fighting;
• efficiently managing the transformation
process. A uniform centre for reform pol;
icymaking at all its stages—ranging from
strategy;setting to drawing detailed ac;
tion plans—should be established.
•  goal*setting for conducting public consultations (what the government aspires to achieve using the
policy; and what issues the government requires public support in solving);
•  detailed problem description (the scale of the phenomenon or problem; recent changes; and social and
economic background);
•   foreseeing probable complications in case the problem is not solved (its impact on social life; the scale
of this phenomenon; and hurdles to finding a solution to the problem);
•   forming key issues to discuss (the importance of the problem for the general public; and alternatives
of solutions to the problem);
•  analysis of the current state of affairs in a tricky area and evaluation of current policy (what the
current government policy is; and what are ways to solve the problem);
•  defining probable variants or principal positions as to further actions to be taken (what criteria can
be used as a basis of evaluating policy alternatives; what policy alternatives have already been
developed).
White Papers
The White Paper encourages a dialogue with the public on a topic initiated in the Green Paper. White
Papers, as opposed to Green ones (which only identify the problem and set its scale), contain concrete
proposals on how to tackle the problem. Usually such documents, incorporating the discussion sum*
mary of the Green Paper, initiate a series of consultations to evaluate policy alternatives. This process
should end up by selecting a single policy option and the stages of its implementation in order to resolve
the identified problem.
The objective of the White Paper is to assist the government in delivering to ordinary people policy
alternatives or possibilities fit to tackle the problem, and find out public opinion as to each of the
alternatives or opportunities.
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Economic growth for the benefit
of everyone
How to encourage entrepreneurial
initiative and protect the rights of
private owners
In Ukraine, a favourable environment
should be created to unleash entrepreneur;
ial initiative and halt unwarranted govern;
ment interference in the economy. If so,
working legally will be more profitable than
working  “in the shadow”. The rights of en;
trepreneurs should be protected.
Ukrainians are an industrious and ingenious
nation. The degree of confidence among
Ukrainians towards private entrepreneurs is
higher than their level of confidence in the
government. According to sociological opin;
ion polls, one;third of Ukrainians display
proper initiative and independence in solv;
ing everyday problems.  Awakening the en;
trepreneurial potential of the nation should
be one of the priority objectives of any party
platform.
Enterprising people with initiative are con;
sidered to be the driving force which is able
to ensure economic revival. Such individuals,
aspiring to improve their personal welfare,
concurrently contribute to the benefit of the
whole society. The development of entrepre;
neurship in Ukraine will create new jobs and
will replenish the budget. Due to the lack of
an enabling environment, entrepreneurs
 See Ukrainian society, – (Kyiv ).
What are government services?
The notion of government or public services implies services that are financed by the government from
budget funds. As examples, we can cite national security, education, healthcare, social aid, road
construction, etc. The notion of “public service” stems from the notion of “public good” . Public good
is a good or service, the consumption of which benefits not only an individual but the whole society.
Despite the public benefit of government services, the market itself does not secure their provision with
regard to the following factors:
• provision of public services usually brings no profit (for example, provision of social aid to the
underprivileged);
• many people are direct or indirect consumers of these services, hence, a particular individual does not
have sufficient incentives to pay for the cost of services, and expects somebody else to pay for them.
Market mechanisms do not allow forcing an individual to pay for consuming public goods.
Therefore, the state assumes the functions of financing and provision of public services at the expense
of tax receipts. However, the lack of competition makes the government a less efficient producer of
services than the market. Therefore, it is important to secure high efficiency of government services, so
that the maximum public good is achieved with the least expenditures. In order to accomplish this
task, international practice proposes to make use of the following instruments:
•  procedures for justification of budget expenditures that envisage goal*setting, analysis of different
ways of accomplishing these goals, selecting the most economical option, and setting assessment
criteria for ways of accomplishing goals and analysis of the results of allocating expenditures;
•  creating conditions for competition in providing government services through inviting private
providers and non*governmental organisations (NGOs) to render these services, specifically through
tendered procedures of government purchases, and also owing to budget decentralisation (delegation
of more authority on provision of services to local self*governing agencies);
•  utilisation of various procedures for public involvement in the assurance of quality of public services,
specifically, conducting open budget hearings, opinion polls on service quality, and for issuing
charters of rights of government service consumers.
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are forced to work in the shadow, and in this
case, all citizens lose.
Business development is impossible with;
out private ownership. Private ownership
gives individuals the right of choice, and
forms their responsible attitude to their per;
sonal future. Private owners will work hard;
er and employ resources more efficiently.
The responsibility and initiative of every cit;
izen will be the source of increasing the pros;
perity of Ukraine.
The Constitution of Ukraine guarantees
Ukrainians the right to engage in entrepre;
neurial activities, and the right of  private
ownership. The government’s duty is to pro;
tect competition and ensure equal game
rules. Therefore, the enforcement of these
norms of the Constitution should be guar;
anteed in the first place. Some of the prima;
ry steps should include:
• termination of unjustified government
interference in the economy. The first
response to the question of “to interfere
or not to interfere” should by all means
be negative. No decision which touches
the interests of entrepreneurs should be
passed without studying the alternatives,
or analysing the particular decision from
the viewpoint of its expediency and com;
pliance with the overall development
strategy;
• promoting competition. The develop;
ment of legislation on the protection of
competition has been stipulated by the
Partnership and Co;operation Agree;
ment between Ukraine and the Europe;
an community as a top priority. Those
spheres where market self;regulation is
unable to support competition should be
governed by special legislation, which
should enforce control over abidance by
competition rules; this applies to spheres
such as electricity, transport, and com;
munications. Moreover, regulatory poli;
cy should be directed towards the reduc;
tion of barriers to entering and exiting
the market;
• the enforcement of private ownership
rights over land. Every individual must
be able to freely work on his or her own
land, to improve their personal welfare.
Real landowners will revive rural
Ukraine. The right to private ownership
over land cannot be exercised without
the free sale and purchase of land. Land;
owners cannot be absolutely free in mak;
ing decisions if they are deprived of the
right to the sale and purchase of land.
How to prevent the squandering
of public funds, slash taxes, and
simultaneously ensure the quality
of government services
The squandering of budget funds in
Ukraine needs to be terminated. Every ko;
peck contributed by citizens to the budget
should serve to better their lives. The effi;
cient utilisation of budget funds brings forth
a possibility to reduce taxes and prevent de;
terioration of the quality of public services.
The Constitution of Ukraine proclaims, “Eve;
ry person is entitled to develop his or her
personality without restrictions… and has du;
ties towards society, in which a limitless and
all;rounded development of his or her person;
ality is ensured.” This Fundamental Law guar;
antees the rights of Ukrainians to social secu;
rity, education, and medical aid. The Consti;
tution of Ukraine obliges citizens to pay taxes,
so that the government can finance activities
related the implementation of these rights.
A balance should be found between fair tax;
es and high quality of public services.
An effective budget implies high;quality
public services with an economical alloca;
tion of funds. A practical person always seeks
not to waste a single kopeck. The govern;
ment should adopt the same attitude in man;
aging the budget; every budget kopeck must
be spent to the advantage of the society.
An effective budget requires strategic man;
agement—not the so;called “manual manage;
ment”, where decisions on the allocation of
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funds are made by executive government
officials independently. Therefore, ad hoc
budget management should be blocked;
instead, the following steps should be tak;
en to implement strategic budget manage;
ment:
• goal;setting for budget programs;
• analysis of budget programs, to deter;
mine compliance of program goals to
public goals;
• selecting priority budget programs;
• justification of the method of financing
programs; that is, whether this method
can be considered the most economical
to achieve the program goals;
• analysis of program execution, whether
the set goals are achieved.
Thanks to strategic budget management,
the limited budget funds can be directed to
Advice on how to justify tax policy
. Set tax policy goals. The taxation strategy of the European Union sets forth the following goals of
tax policy in the EU:
•  boosting employment;
•  increasing the competitiveness of euro*area countries;
•  environmental and health protection (by means of excise);
•  successful functioning of a common market (implementation of the VAT as a single standard tax
on turnover);
•  regulation and coordination of tax benefits implemented by different EU countries.
. Problem analysis. Usually, the principal problems in functioning of the tax system during transfor*
mation are considered to be the following: () an overly excessive tax burden, especially, due to the
preservation of a great number of petty taxes and levies; () inequitable distribution of this burden
among taxpayers, at the expense of unjustified tax benefits; () narrowing of the tax base, with a
significant share of the economy in shadow; and () inefficient expenditures for tax administration
on the part of both taxpayers and tax agencies.
. Analysis of alternative tax policy measures. Of the assessment criteria for tax policy measures, the
following ones can be accentuated:
•  whether taxation is given a neutral status. The imposition of taxes should alter the conduct of
enterprises and households as little as possible. Therefore, in a modern tax system, indirect taxes are
preferred over direct ones. Taxes on consumption (indirect taxes) hold almost no sway over consumer
choice, while direct taxes (corporate profit and personal income taxes) restrict investment possibili*
ties and suppress work incentives;
•  whether the tax burden is shared equally. When it is required to ensure the equality of taxpayers, an
expedient step is considered to be the provision of only those benefits which pertain to stimulating
socially advantageous types of activities (e.g., services of pre*school institutions or old people’s
homes);
•  whether compliance expenditures are minimised for taxpayers;
•  whether tax receipts exceed the expenditures required to collect them;
•  how will proposed changes influence the dynamics of budget proceeds.
. Defining objectives of the tax policy. A White Paper on taxation published by the Polish government
envisages the following objectives of tax reform in Poland: () decreasing the share of direct taxes while
increasing the share of indirect taxes; () introducing a single taxation rate for personal incomes and
corporate profit, at %; () reducing deductions for social and pension insurance; and () adjust*
ing taxation rules in agriculture to the EU requirements.
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the most essential spheres of public life.
Thus, in the process of adopting decisions
we will not have to tackle the dilemma of
whom to give to and whom to pass by.
It should always be kept in mind that the
budget comprises funds contributed by citi;
zens of Ukraine. Every citizen is entitled to
know how his or her money is disbursed, and
every citizen can influence the choice of goals
on which their money will be spent. Every
Ukrainian can be guaranteed the opportuni;
ty of influencing the ways of funds utilisation
if the following requirements are observed:
• decentralisation of the budget system, i.e.,
local communities control local budgets;
• organisation of open budget hearings
throughout the country;
• regular opinion polls among Ukrainians
to collect information about the quality of
public services;
• involving non;government organisations
in the provision of public services.
Fair taxes will encourage the population to
multiply their wealth. If the government im;
poses exorbitant tax rates, citizens will have
no incentives to earn more money. High tax;
es force enterprises into the shadow. If the
government reduced corporate taxes and
personal income taxes, people would find it
more convenient to work legally.
The guarantee of a stable level of budget
revenues is trust, not pressure imposed by
tax agencies. The government policy will
succeed in gaining the public’s trust if, in
particular, public discussions of tax reform
options are arranged. After the amendments
are implemented, we should expect in;
creased budget revenues in the wake of en;
terprises coming out of the shadow sector.
How to ensure quality and accessibility
of medical services
The high quality and accessibility of medi;
cal help needs to be secured, while squan;
dering public funds in this field  should be
done away with. The health of future gener;
ations depends on health of the current gen;
eration. Therefore, it  behooves the govern;
ment to regard healthcare as a priority of
public policy. Nowadays, the morbidity rate
in Ukraine is rising, while confidence in the
healthcare system is dwindling.
Ukrainian medicine has immense potential.
The country has a developed infrastructure
of medical facilities, and many medical work;
ers are highly qualified specialists. Ukraine
possesses all the necessary means to bring
to life the Constitution norms  which ensure
all Ukrainians, regardless of their material
standing, the right to high;quality medical
help.
Proper management of available resources
can ensure the full utilisation and enlarging
of the potential of the Ukrainian medical
field.
We consider the delivery of free;of;charge
primary medical aid to all citizens,along
with  the maximal reduction of the length of
treatment, to be the major policy objectives
in this realm. Effective medicine takes care
of health, not treatment. We believe that the
length of in;patient treatment should be re;
duced, and simultaneously the effectiveness
of out;patient treatment should be boosted.
In order to accomplish these goals, reforms
in the management of the healthcare sys;
tem should be executed along the follow;
ing lines:
• subordination of oblast and raion medi;
cal facilities to local government. Local
communities should independently de;
termine their medical needs, as well as the
ways to meet them;
• encouraging competition among private
medical establishments. Competition will
push the quality of medical services up;
wards, and prices for them downwards;
• introduction of education programs for
specialised managers in the healthcare
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sector. Doctors should not be forced to
perform functions beyond their compe;
tency; doctors will doctor, while manag;
ers will manage.
Additionally, it is advisable to stimulate the
practice of family medicine. A family doc;
tor will treat fewer patients, hence, will be
able to have an individual approach towards
each one of them. Such a doctor will treat
various diseases, and this will diminish the
need to go to specialist doctors. Family doc;
tors keep a regular eye on the health con;
ditions of each of their patients, which will
allow them to identify diseases at an early
stage and treat them with the utmost quick;
ness and effectiveness.
How to reform the education system so
that it will boost living standards of all
Ukrainians
The government policy objective should be
the creation of an education system that
would respond to people’s needs and the
requirements of modern;day life.
Despite the curtailed funding of education
by the state, the desire to obtain an educa;
tion has not diminished among the people.
How to develop a transformation strategy for education
Sustainable economic growth and improved welfare in Ukraine demands the reform of the education
system. Education determines a larger return of human capital, and prompts the involvement of people
in public life. The realisation of educational reform requires the development and widespread discus*
sion of a transformation strategy for the education system.
The process of preparing a strategic document on educational policy should comprise the following
obligatory stages, which will distinguish it from all previously employed methods of approving govern*
ment decisions in this domain:
•  identifying the most urgent problems facing Ukrainian education, as well as taking note of new
opportunities emerging as a result of the educational reform;
•  implementing a series of inclusive public consultations regarding these problems, as well as taking
advantage of new opportunities, with the involvement of representatives of government bodies, the
public*at*large, and independent experts;
•  creating an environment in which interested participants of the educational process will undertake
to work out an effective public policy in the sphere of education, on the basis of public consultations
and discussion of alternative variants and proposals;
•  securing public support and participation of all interested parties in adopting decisions pertaining
to educational policy.
Ukrainians are concerned with the level of
their professional training. A survey conduct;
ed by the State Statistics Committee reveals
that % of respondents have doubts wheth;
er their knowledge will be relevant within
five years. Parents want a high;quality educa;
tion for their children, because they are aware
that prosperity hugely depends on education.
Modern life sets tough requirements for in;
dividuals. The national educational system
must ensure success for Ukrainians in today’s
situation. In our opinion, educational policy
should respond to this need as follows:
• All people should be confident that their
skills are in demand in the labour market.
Then, work will satisfy their spiritual as
well as material interests. Acquiring new
skills must precede technological upgrad;
ing. Every Ukrainian has to be able to tack;
le the advanced technologies. Thanks to
the accessibility of modern education, not
only city;dwellers but also rural inhabit;
ants will be able to live by European stand;
ards;
• An enabling environment for life;long ed;
ucation should be created. Under these
conditions, the Ukrainian education sys;
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tem will join the realm of world leaders,
and the wages of Ukrainian university
graduates will stand in line with those of
graduates of European universities;
• Our children have to develop skills and
accumulate knowledge needed to free;
ly communicate with their counterparts
from other developed countries, as well
as to live and work under market econo;
my conditions. All schoolchildren have
to be able to defend their human and
civil rights.
Responsibility for the sphere of education
in Ukraine should be allotted among the Ed;
ucation and Science Ministry, local self;gov;
ernment bodies, business, public organisa;
tions, and parents’ associations. The state
monopoly for determining educational serv;
ices and establishing control over their qual;
ity should be eliminated; the main function
of the Ministry of Education and Science
should be the strategic management of the
sector in the interests of the whole society.
The interests of all consumers of education;
al services should be protected; the first steps
in this realm could be the following:
• a revision of curriculums—the content
and organisational forms of Ukrainian
education should be adjusted to mar;
ket requirements and democratic prin;
ciples;
• facilitation of public participation in the
management of education, through pub;
lic education boards, professional asso;
ciations, and parents’ associations. In;
volvement of the public;at;large in the
process of adopting decisions will make
it impossible to utilise education as an
administrative resource to help win elec;
tions. At the same time, public control
will ensure transparency and effective
utilisation of available resources;
• targeting budget funds to computerise
education, which will make knowledge
and information accessible to all citizens;
• guaranteeing access to high;quality ed;
ucation for children from underprivi;
leged families, the homeless, and peo;
ple with special needs;
• creating a regulatory environment which
will encourage businesses that are inter;
ested in qualified workers to finance ed;
ucation.
How to support the poorly provided
and avoid excessive expenditures; how
to improve the life of today’s and future
pensioners
Public policy in this sphere should target
the following objective: to ensure the social
security of the whole population of Ukraine
and at the same time avoid excessive budg;
et expenditures.
A civilised democratic country must guar;
antee a basic level of welfare to all citizens,
with no exception. Proper social aid and fair
pensions guarantee social stability and con;
fidence in the government among the pop;
ulation. The country will never attain pros;
perity if some of its citizens will not be able
to gratify their basic needs.
Only the underprivileged should be sup;
ported. Modern;day Ukraine is not among
the well;off countries, thus it is forced to dis;
tribute limited resources among a great
number of those who require such help.
Consequently, an economical and efficient
allocation of available resources should be
ensured, in order to create an effective and
fair system of social assistance.
Assistance is considered effective when it is
granted to everybody in need of it, and when
it takes into account people’s individual
needs. Equitable assistance is that which is
granted to individuals incapable of providing
their well;being on their own.
The primary steps that should be taken in
this domain are the following:
• introducing a single criterion for grant;
ing state assistance and benefits. We con;
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sider this criterion to be the actual mate;
rial situation of an individual;
• creating a uniform system for tracking the
underprivileged. None of those who re;
quire assistance should be neglected;
• creating a network of social workers that
takes care of everybody who, apart from
material support, requires special care,
physical or psychological assistance.
Particular attention should be dedicated to
improving the life of pensioners, the majori;
ty of whom are unable to earn their living
anymore or to provide themselves with all
they need. Pensioners should obtain a fit;
ting pension, and not social aid.
The following steps can be taken in this re;
gard:
• proper implementation of a system of
personified pension accounts and can;
cellation of maximum pension levels.
The future pensions of people working
now will depend on the amount of con;
tributions during their working life;
• delivering targeted social benefits to to;
day’s pensioners. Contributions made by
today’s pensioners to the Soviet Pension
Fund were depreciated in the wake of
the hyperinflation of –, hence,
these people are in need of social assist;
ance;
• development of the non;governmental
sector for pension support. Citizens will
have the opportunity to raise their pen;
sions at their own discretion, via institu;
tions of non;governmental pension sup;
port.
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Preparing a party election program
“Democracy is a government for the people and of the people”
Abraham Lincoln
Compiled by Kate Woodman, Senior Researcher, ICPS
Political power under democracy
What is the purpose of a party program?
. We write programs for party members, parliamentarians, and the public*at*large;
. The program delivers the objectives and principles which will guide our rule of the country;
. Deputies from our party work on transforming our program into legislation;
. Candidates from our party and its members deliver the party’s platform to voters, in order to provoke
public discussions;
. Additionally, party members monitor the process of program implementation; such monitoring
ensures that the party does not deviate from target objectives and key values.
Source: Australian Democrats (www.democrats.org.au/policy/formulation)
A democratic election program should be
prepared with the principal axiom of a dem;
ocratic society in mind—a country is built by
the people and for the people. The notion
of “public good” is pivotal, because it reveals
the nature of how political power is gained
and utilized, as well as what limits and what
regulates the power. While working on an
election platform, it should be kept in mind
that the priority of people’s interests should
be highlighted in all party documents, its
actions and goals; democracy should be im;
planted into the party machine. If citizens
have no right to vote or control over power,
then democracy quickly turns into totalitar;
ianism. History is rife with examples when
uncontrolled, unrestricted power is rapidly
usurped by a small group of people, which
abuses power to the detriment of the bigger
group.
The role of citizens in constructing and
maintaining a democratic regime is obvious.
Democracy exists only where people have
their right to vote secured. In countries with
a developed democracy, citizens insist on
having their voices heard and they succeed.
If citizens believe that a party or a politician
ignores their voice, they express their dis;
content at the ballot;box, and the power will
slip out of that politician’s hands. Western
politicians are perfectly aware that their par;
ty platform will raise the required votes and
deliver them to office, if it embodies the
people’s will in the best way possible.
Party leaders who seek to be elected to the
Parliament are also aware that people’s dep;
uties are “public servants”. This notion is
vital for democratic countries and imposes
additional restrictions on wielding political
power—power dedicates itself to serving
people in the name of public welfare. It is
against this backdrop and within this system
that aspiring politicians move forward into
government positions.
Under any system, including democracy,
politicians are prone to abusing power, if
such an opportunity presents itself. There;
 To find out how the system can contribute to educating aware and active citizens in a democratic society,
see Appendix .
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Mechanisms and principles of party policymaking
The need for public policy: Liberal Party of Canada
The need to create solid public policy begins at the party’s inception and continues throughout its
existence. For example, the Liberal Party of Canada claims a national policy*writing history that
extends from its first policy conference in , through to today:
“The policy process is a defining feature of the Liberal Party . . . The membership is the final authority
on our Party’s policies, not only when we are in opposition but also when we are in government. This is
a tribute to the Liberal values of inclusiveness and accountability . . . ”
Source: Have Your Say: A Guide to Policy Development, Liberal Party of Canada (), p. , 
 Appendix  describes the experience of the Liberal Party of Canada in this domain.
In order to win the support of voters, a par;
ty’s election program should incorporate the
interests and concerns of voters. Therefore,
the key mechanisms of drafting party elec;
tion documents should be public policy pro;
cedures which envisage involvement of the
public;at;large at all stages of party policy;
making.  The main components of the pub;
lic policy process are the following:
• Defining the problem;
• Working out policy alternatives;
• Identifying a solution;
• Implementation of the chosen decision;
• Results analysis.
The party must know what are the main is;
sues concerning citizens and what systems
for resolving the problems are receiving the
greatest interest. Without this information
it is impossible to construct a platform that
will attract the voter’s attention. This infor;
mation is gathered from a number of sourc;
es, including public consultations, the par;
ty’s membership, independent analytical
centres, and public surveys. Good govern;
ance listens to the third sector, and this
begins at the level of the campaign for pow;
er.
Disregarding public policy procedures (e.g.,
public discussion) in the course of an elec;
tion campaign lowers the performance of the
party and reduces its chances of winning. At
the same time, public policy helps to find
solutions that accomplish targeted goals in
the most effective way.
Applying public policy procedures make
it possible to realise the democratic princi;
ple of serving the people’s interests and
expressing the people’s will. The public
policy process itself creates prerequisites
for the institutionalisation of this vital dem;
ocratic value.
Here is the list of basic principles of profes;
sional policy and decision;making processes
which should be kept in mind:
• Clearly define outcomes and take a long;
term view, considering the likely effect
and impact of the policy in the next five
to ten years and beyond;
• Take full account of the national and in;
ternational situation;
fore, the society should ward off such abus;
es, and one way that has emerged is through
the mechanisms of public policy develop;
ment. These constraints are implemented
by sophisticated political, governmental,
and societal institutions—from constitutions
to policy papers to ethics codes for public
servants. All these devices are intended to
ensure public control over power between
elections.
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Democratic Party of Japan
“Fair for all”
Seven reform components of the Democratic Party of Japan:
. Power decentralization
. Public works reform
. Social security reform
. Reform of the working environment
. Educational reform
. Reform of public finances
. Getting the most from the IT revolution
Twenty*one key policies:
. Help with child raising
. Ensuring equitable treatment
. Human rights protection
. Access for the disabled: building a barrier*free society
. Strengthening non*profit organisations
. Supporting science and technology, life*long education
. Financial system reform
. Building a strong economy, revitalising industry
. Getting the best from labour and for labour
. Empowering consumers
. Agriculture, forestry, and fisheries
. Clean environment
. Efficient energy use
. Social infrastructure
. Independent foreign policy
. Reform of law*enforcement agencies and fighting crime
. Legal system reform
. Tax system reform
. Administrative reform
. Government oversight
. Policy reform
Source: Democratic Party of Japan (www.dpj.or.jp)
• Take a holistic view, looking beyond in;
stitutional boundaries to the govern;
ment’s strategic objectives;
• Be flexible and innovative, questioning
established ways and encouraging new
and creative ideas;
• Use the best available evidence from a
variety of sources;
• Constantly review existing policy to en;
sure it is really dealing with problems it
was designed to solve, without having un;
intended detrimental effects elsewhere;
• Be fair to all people directly/indirectly
affected;
• Involve all key stakeholders at an early
stage and throughout policy develop;
ment;
• Learn from experience what works and
what does not, through systematic evalu;
ation.
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Mission statement of the Estonian Reform Party: In what we trust
The Estonian Reform party has a vision for Estonia and Europe: peace, prosperity, and humane
society. Committed to these ideals, the Reform Party is ready to lead Estonia into the new century; a
time when European unity and the safety of independent democracies are greater than they have ever
been. With a firm commitment to liberalism, the Reform party is truly the party of all people. We believe
in the inalienable rights of the individual to life, liberty, and property. We believe in constitutional
democracy and the rule of justice. We know that these virtues are the key to a safe and prosperous future.
Source: The Estonian Reform Party, at http://eng.reform.ee
Establish the party’s distinctiveness
In order to exist, a party needs a core set of
distinctives that establishes the parameters
of its political basis and its values. This iden;
tity must be documented in the party’s con;
stitution and ratified by the membership, as
it will be the foundation upon which future
party activities will be based. A mission state;
ment is a useful tool for setting out these
criteria.
The mission statement is a generalised state;
ment of the overriding purpose of the polit;
ical party. It can be thought of as an expres;
sion of its reason to be. If there is substantial
disagreement within the party membership
as to its mission, real problems will develop
in resolving the strategic direction of the
party. A mission statement addresses the fol;
lowing issues:
• It should be visionary and likely to per;
sist for a significant period of time. This
is important as a background against
which more detailed objectives and strat;
egies can be developed, delivered, and
changed over time;
• There should be a statement of the key
values of the party, particularly regard;
ing attitudes towards the stakeholder
group and the ethical agenda;
• The mission statement should clarify the
main intentions and aspirations of the
party and the reason why the party ex;
ists;
• The mission statement should describe
the party’s main activities and the posi;
tion it wishes to attain;
• The party should have the intention and
capability to live up to the mission state;
ment, so, desirably, it should articulate ex;
pected behavioural standards.
It is important to remember, at each stage
of a party’s development and also when con;
structing the election platform, that the
scope is national. Therefore, the party’s
identity must embrace the diversity of the
country it represents. This diversity must
be reflected in the party membership, pol;
icies, and action points. It is crucial that
the party visibly markets itself as fully rep;
resenting the people and the needs of the
nation. It must take affirmative action to
ensure that both genders as well as a major;
ity of the minority groups within the na;
tion have a strong voice among the mem;
bership and delegates. The party must strat;
egise how to attract comprehensive mem;
bership, in order to legitimise its right to
speak in the nation’s interest.
Establishing a national voice and presence
has been facilitated by the advent of informa;
tion technologies. Setting up a web;page for
the party is one way to disseminate informa;
It is within this framework of using policy
positions as a basis of developing an elec;
tion campaign that parties begin to develop
their unique voice and contribution to the
political environment of their country.
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Establish the party’s policy program
The party’s policy program must collaborate
with the party mission statement and consti;
tution. The policy program sets out the series
of activities the party will undertake if/when
governing the country, leading it in the direc;
tion the party has understood the people want.
In order to determine the people’s will, the
party must consult with them and the consul;
tation must be both thorough and comprehen;
sive. The way to do this is through the regular
meetings with the party membership, that take
place at the local, regional and national levels
and invite all the stakeholders to attend.
The party does not simply consult with its own
members. Local party organisers must plan a
variety of meetings with the larger public, and
especially the constituency, in order to take
the pulse of the local community. A variety of
formats can be employed to create a setting
in which people will discuss the matters that
for them are most pressing:
• town hall meetings;
• coffee meetings;
• policy socials (informal);
• policy forums (formal);
• community meetings;
• panel discussions;
• discussion groups;
• chat rooms (Internet).
The purpose of these meetings, and they
need carefully organised agendas, is to find
out what people are thinking about the key
matters concerning their country. They
should stimulate dialogue and reflection that
leads to constructive action points to which
the party can respond. The person responsi;
ble for chairing the event must be trained in
public consultations and able to establish the
kind of environment that is conducive in help;
ing people to express their ideas. This means
that no one point of view is allowed to domi;
nate and that there is a prevailing atmosphere
of tolerance and acceptance, even when dis;
tion about the party’s mandate, to access old
members and attract new ones. This tech;
nology also provides party transparency and
  8 A list of links to the web-pages of some parties is given in Appendix 3.
Using party’s web*pages
Good web*pages are interactive, providing the viewer with access to:
•  searching for necessary information;
•  writing to the party to ask questions and raise problems;
•  voting on party*generated polls;
•  discovering the party’s response to current events and government actions; and
•  signing up for membership, conferences, AGMs.
Canada provides good examples of how to achieve a national focus across a large landmass and a low
population density. To reach across the Maritimes to British Columbia, from the Great Lakes to the
Arctic Ocean, Canada has built strong media and telecommunications networks that work to keep the
nation united. Internet is simply the next generation of means to communicating across Canada’s
massive territory; today, Canada has an excellent system of e*government and party web*pages. Neverthe*
less, the tendency among Canada’s national parties is to fall into the trap of being regional; this
tendency must be resisted, through policy programming, in order to meet the nation’s needs.
openness; anyone at any time can open the
web;page and discover what the party is work;
ing on.
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Chart . Example: Procedures for drafting a party’s policy
Policies initiated by: 
members, policy 
committee, national 
executive.
Policy Committee 
conducts the basis for 
research, facilitates 
internal discussion, 
consults outside Platform 
the Party and checks for 
Background papers 
consistency with current 
balloted policy. 
Members Vote on re;
drafted policies.
Comments and letters published in the National Journal 
and discussed on the Members Online Forum.
Results of the Ballot Policy 
comes into effect. It is 
then published in the 
Journal.
All our 
members 
can draft 
and
vote on all 
party 
Policies.
Balloted Policies form
more specific documents: 
Issue Sheets, and Position 
Papers.
Draft policy is published 
in the declared and the 
National Journal. 
cussing heated issues. An important way to
secure these positive results is to ensure that
the public is well informed about the meet;
ing’s agenda and issues. The prior dissemi;
nation of information is a critical component
to keeping people objective, informed, and
on target.
The product these meetings generate may
be drafted as policy resolutions, which are
concise statements that outline a point of view
on an issue of public policy, calling upon the
party to address the issue through responsi;
ble action that can be concretely implement;
ed. These resolutions move up through the
approval process from the grassroots level,
until they are taken up at the annual national
conference or the meeting of the highest party
authority. If ratified by the national party mem;
bership in plenary session, the resolution be;
comes party policy and is re;written as a poli;
cy paper. These documents become the core
of the party’s election platform, which sets
out the policy in an easily read, persuasive
document that will inspire the public to vote
for you. A key component to this text is that it
includes concrete indicators that will prove
the resolution/policy has in fact been imple;
mented.
The clearer the party’s platform sounds,
the easier it will be for party members and
voters to assess its performance. In order to
win recognition, the party has to determine
its own set of criteria to assess its perform;
ance. These criteria should be measurable
and understandable for voters. The party
which fulfils its promises also stands much
better chances of winning elections the sec;
ond time around.
Ensuring accountability
The Standing Committee on Policy Development has made a decision to publish an accountability
report on what our government has done, is doing, and proposes yet to do to implement resolutions
passed at the Biennial Convention. Where our government has been unable or thought it inadvisable
or premature to act on a resolution, we will ask them to explain why. . . It is our hope that this report will
further energise the policy process and strengthen accountability.
Source: Have Your Say: A Guide to Policy Development, Liberal Party of Canada, (), p. .
Source:  Australian Democrats, at www.democrats.org.au
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New Labour’s five pledges for the next five years
At the  British elections, the Labour Party won with a program communicating a distinct set of
criteria that allows voters to assess the extent of fulfillment of the promises made by the party.
The five pledges set by the Labour Party for the five year to come are:
Economic Pledge
. Mortgages as low as possible, low inflation, and sound public finances—
As we deliver economic stability, not return the economy to Tory boom and bust.
Schools Pledge
. , extra teachers and higher standards in secondary schools—
As we invest in our schools, not make reckless tax cuts.
Health Pledge
. , extra nurses and , extra doctors in a reformed NHS—
As we improve NHS care for all, not push patients into paying for operations.
Crime Pledge
. , extra recruits, to raise police numbers to their highest ever level
As we tackle drugs and crime, not cut police funding.
Families Pledge
. Pensioners’ winter fuel payment retained, minimum wage rising to . GBP—
As we help hard*working families, not the privileged few.
Source: The New Labour Manifesto , “Ambitions for Britain,” p. .
These pledges are the second set the New Labour Party has published; the first, which were achieved
during their first term in office, have already been achieved. By targeting improvements in the form of
actual job increases (, extra nurses) or raising the minimum wage to a specified rate, it is easy
to see whether or not the Party kept its pledge.
Particularities of drafting an election program
Party policy must be reformatted into an at;
tractive, dynamic, and substantive docu;
ment that will garner the public’s attention.
This text must target the pressing needs of
the country, and affirm the promises en;
shrined in the constitution. Producing a
positive, proactive, transparent document
that is readily understood by the voters is
key to achieving electoral success. The fol;
lowing tips, supplemented with internation;
al examples, will help you to achieve a pos;
itive policy program.
Create an inspiring slogan
Slogans attract attention through their brev;
ity and wit. They are catch phrases that sum
up the party’s distinctiveness and make it
memorable. For instance, everyone knows
that “Things go better with Coke!” and the
kind of marketing power in this particular
slogan is self;evident. To harness this pow;
er, it is important that time is spent in creat;
ing a motto that best captures the spirit of
your party and its values.
Be positive and emphasise
future improvement, not only
current problems
People are attracted to optimism; positive
energy is a powerful force. Identifying end;
less lists of problems reinforces the sense
of burden and victimisation from which vot;
ers want to be free. When a party reframes a
problem as a challenge that can be resolved,
with solutions that can be implemented, it
reveals itself as competent, responsible, and
proactive. All of these qualities attract votes,
because people want to follow leaders with
solutions.
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Slogan: A Canadian example
The New Democratic Party invites the reader to imagine, together with them, a brighter future for
Canada (note the use of the rhyming couplet).
NDP—Think how much better Canada could be!
Source: NDP web*page, at www.ndp.ca
What Japan values
The Democratic Party of Japan will develop the spirit of the Japanese constitution and bring to life the
ideals enshrined in it, particularly that power resides in the people, and its key principles of respect for
human rights and the pursuit of peace.
The DPJ seeks to put Japan’s citizens at center stage, and to a society built on the ideals of freedom,
harmony, and fairness for all. This is why the DPJ seeks to defeat the present ruling coalition in the
Councillors Election, to change government, and to change Japan.
Source: Democratic Party of Japan (www.dpj.or.jp)
The United States of America Constitution and the Reform Party
Platform
We shall address social, moral, and civil rights as guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution and its
amendments so as to promote freedom tempered by responsibility while seeking justice for all our citi*
zens. We recognize such policies emanate from and must reflect and revitalize our national character
and the individual heart.
Source: official web*page of the USA Reform Party, at www.reformparty.org
Make concrete the promises
enshrined in the Constitution
Constitutions are more than legal docu;
ments; they express the spirit, values, and
hopes of the nation. These concepts must
be made concrete and accessible to citi;
zens, in order to reinforce the foundations
of the country’s sense of self. By remind;
ing the public of this positive basis and cre;
ating initiatives that affirm it, the party
aligns itself with the state’s history and iden;
tity. Such positive positioning attracts votes;
people want to know who they are and
where they stand.
Reflect state values
It is imperative that the party researches
what the public privileges as a key value at a
particular moment in time. To miss out on
this information is to lose touch with what
most deeply concerns citizens and therefore
what is their present deepest need. The elec;
tion program must directly address these
needs if it is to be perceived as current, real;
istic, and pertinent.
Outline indicators and deal
with concrete issues
People want their government to be account;
able for achieving its promises; they are tired
of abstract and non;achievable goals. They
need strict benchmarks to facilitate moni;
toring and assessment. This need, in fact,
makes it easier for re;election, because the
party can readily prove it has achieved what
it said it would do. Being concrete, there;
fore, helps both the party and the citizen. It
is to the party’s advantage to set out specific,
achievable goals as part of its election pro;
gram.
Following these simple principles in creat;
ing an election program will keep it focused
on the current issues, will reinforce the coun;
try’s identity and values, will establish an
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New Labour’s challenges
The productivity challenge: staying better off. To raise living standards, to raise our productivity
faster than our competitors, and to ensure our goods and services are competitive in the world markets.
Thus, our priorities are investment in skills and innovation, supporting national business, and
modernising our infrastructure for the information age and Europe and the wider world.
No one left behind. Helping everyone become better off. Britain is better off than in  – but our
ambition is to widen the winners’ circle so more people share the benefits of economic growth. In “A
modern welfare state” we set out the route to full employment.
Source: Labour Party Manifesto, Great Britain
New Labour’s promises
 “Economic stability: foundation”.
We will now:
•  Deliver economic stability with mortgages as low as possible, low inflation, and sound public finances;
•  Reform further education, and help , adults achieve basic skills;
•  Expand the Children’s Tax Credit to offer up to , GBP per year for parents of newborn children;
•  Increase the minimum wage to . GBP;
•  Not raise the basic or top rate of income tax and extend the p band;
•  Renew public services: more frontline staff.
We will now deliver:
•  , more nurses who will be given new enhanced roles and more power for matrons and ward
sisters, with control over budgets;
•  , more doctors, and access to a Ј million Performance Fund to spend on new patient
services;
•  , more teachers. Invest in further rapid promotion and rewards for classroom excellence, more
classroom assistance, and help with housing costs in high*cost areas;
•  , extra police recruits, raising police numbers to their highest ever level, with strong local
leadership and proper rewards for those on the front line.
Source: Labour Party Manifesto, Great Britain
environment of active, positive growth, and
finally, will result in attracting voters and
support.
Create campaign documents
that are concise and visually
attractive
Now that you have your ideas itemized and
written up, make sure that the language is
simple, concise and compelling. Use indic;
ative verbs and short sentences to keep the
text energetic and vital. Make good use of
graphics, colour and photos. Voters want to
see who is running, but also want pictures
that illustrate the nation’s beauty and char;
acter. Make all scientific information, like
graphs and charts, easily read. You don’t want
your readers to feel stupid; you want them
to feel like confident and discerning citi;
zens!
Conclusion
The system outlined above has been in use
for centuries. It has proven to be an effective
mechanism for creating transparency and
good governance in a democratic environ;
ment. These concepts are readily transfera;
ble to the Ukrainian context and can be adapt;
ed to Ukraine’s unique parliamentary needs
and character. Good luck!
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 Tips on how to conduct an election campaign are listed in Appendix 2.
Checklist
.  Write your mission statement and make sure it outlines your distinctiveness and also encompasses
the nation’s character.
.  Provide the mechanisms for a nation*wide membership that covers the nation’s geography and
demographics.
.  Hold public consultations and hearings with your membership, constituency, and the larger public
to find out what is needed, now.
.  Gather research from independent centres and surveys to clarify and deepen your party’s analysis of
the issues.
.  Write resolutions for open and transparent membership ratification.
.  Develop policy papers to expand the resolutions; use the procedures of policy analysis and cover the
important sectors.
.  Transform your policy papers into the kind of election program that is positive, proactive and
responsible.
.  Make sure your election program has a slogan that aptly sums up your party’s spirit.
.  Produce documents that are colourful, and attractive, make good use of photos, and concisely state
your solutions.
. Start campaigning!
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Appendix . Civic education
teaches election skills
What democracy means to me
In the United States of America, as one example, civic education and training in democracy begins in
the first years of public education. Some young American students developed the following acrostic to
define their understanding of democracy:
Demanding Drastically
Everyone Engaging
Making Many
Open Optimistic
Critiques Citizens
Regarding Running
Anything Activities
Concerning Concerning
You You
Source: Civic Education Manual, Peace Corps, Ukraine, (), p. .
In the West, governments and people have
been working with democratic values such
as transparency and tolerance for hundreds
of years, and have found ways of implement;
ing them into every sector of society, includ;
ing the education system. Once freedom is
institutionalised, it must be maintained
through a systematic program that reinforc;
es and re;teaches the agree;upon values and
goals for the country. If this work does not
take place, the progress of democracy can be
interrupted with each new generation.
Citizens and future politicians learn, at an
early age, the potency of their voice and
how to negotiate differences of opinion.
For instance, civic education is a key com;
ponent of most of the education curricu;
lums in the West. In fact, in the  Na;
tional Curriculum, the UK introduced a re;
vamped civic curriculum that places the
subject in a more prominent place, and in;
cludes new assessment criteria built in
across the educational stages. The curricu;
lum sets out parameters for teaching stu;
dents how to express and listen to ideas in
a free society, instilling the concept that vot;
ing is a minimal responsibility and partici;
pation is central.
The courses lay the groundwork for inspir;
ing both active citizens and future politicians.
This foregrounding of civics was undertak;
en at the initiative of the New Labour govern;
ment, and has received promotion from Tony
Blair and other key members of the party. The
message is clear: from the outset people must
be taught the core values and responsibili;
ties of citizenship in a Western democracy.
This New Labour initiative has met with strong
support and praise across the UK, and is ex;
pected to increase citizen participation and
voter turn out.
Perhaps the most concrete way these demo;
cratic values are reinforced, concerning how
power is utilised, is through the system of stu;
dent elections held in educational institutions
across the west, instilling the process of public
politics. From the outset young children are
encouraged to participate in the student elec;
tion program that creates their school’s Stu;
dent Council. As one moves up through the
education system, the roles, responsibilities,
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and budgets of these student councils in;
crease. Finally, students elected to serve on
the councils of their universities and colleg;
es find themselves in key places of responsi;
bility, and their decisions impact upon such
important issues as university governance,
curriculum, budget, and hiring practices.
How do these student elections operate?
This is the key point: they run on the same
principles and procedures as democratic na;
tional elections. Participants are taught how
to research and write policy statements.
Then, students learn to listen to their oppo;
nents and address their arguments while at
the same time presenting their own ideas
and solutions; in the best instances, debate
gives way to dialogue. Thereby, young citi;
zens learn the process of maintaining de;
mocracy, not just at the point of casting one’s
vote, but through the entire election cam;
paign and in the work that is done between
elections in running the government. Stu;
dents acquire the skills to:
• form a party;
• develop party membership;
• survey the student body to discover what
are the pressing issues;
• hold public hearings;
• develop party policy;
• contact the voter;
• write campaign speeches;
• run an elected government; or
• accept defeat and work as a member of the
student body.
These principles reach across all sectors of
Western society. In any organisation, be it
an NGO, community league, labour union,
church board, or PTA, democratic princi;
ples are embedded into the organisation’s
framework and charter. Furthermore, when
the organisation is remiss and does not set
out its terms of reference, typically its gov;
ernment structure quickly devolves into a
non;democratic system, and the result be;
comes untenable.
Surrounded by this ethos, which imbues all
aspects of organised life in the West, having
evolved out of years of process, conflict, and
change, those seeking political power are
aware of the steps they need to take in order
to achieve elected positions. The process is
regulated, transparent, thoroughly known
and accepted.
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Appendix . How to conduct
an election campaign
Elections are about voters making political
and social choices, and political parties are
the engines of that democratic choice. An
election is the opportunity for citizens to
have a direct say in their government and
choose not only their leaders but also the
political paradigm and policy by which they
wish to be governed.
Organisational structure
Every party seeking election must have an ef;
ficient team with clear lines of responsibili;
ties. The team should consist of:
• campaign manager;
• door;to;door coordinator;
• volunteer coordinator;
• policy/program chair;
• communications/media coordinator;
• finance chair;
• office manager;
• poster coordinator;
• special events coordinator;
• telephone coordinator;
• computer manager;
• election day coordinator;
• youth co;ordinator;
• women coordinator;
• seniors coordinator.
The campaign staff must work together as a
team, led by the campaign manager. Strong
communication between team members and
the sharing of resources (people, time, ma;
terials, and equipment) are essential to the
successful outcome of the campaign. The
campaign manager, as the team leader, must
take final decisions concerning all aspects
of the campaign. However, to make good de;
cisions and provide strong inclusive leader;
ship, he/she must seek advice and recom;
mendations from all members of the cam;
paign staff.
Information dissemination
The person who is responsible for the com;
munication/media part of the campaign is
the media coordinator. The ideal communi;
cations/media co;ordinator should have
strong writing and team;building skills. The
person must have previous experience han;
dling the media, and also must possess cre;
ative skills. The media coordinator will de;
velop the campaign’s communication plan
and oversee all aspects of communications,
from media relations to speech writing to
campaign literature. This person also coor;
dinates the information flow from the cam;
paign to the media. S/he will also be respon;
sible for news releases and press conferenc;
es, and information dissemination via dif;
ferent media resources:
• national television/radio/newspapers;
• local television/radio/newspapers;
• independent journalists;
• party’s web;site.
The media coordinator also works with the
campaign team to create a communication
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strategy, which will establish themes and
messages for the campaign.
Contacting the voter
A good campaign will systematically contact
the voter seven times before Elections Day.
Election programs persuade people to vote
for your party. Therefore, contact with the
voters is the core of the campaign.
How does a party contact voters? Simply, di;
rectly and personally. Voter contact includes
going door;to;door; telephoning voters;
mail—hand delivered, through the post, and
electronic; the use of posters and advertis;
ing; using the mass media; and organising
public meetings.
Creativity is important; the campaign plan
should employ different combinations of
voter contact to reach the public. It is al;
ways effective to have candidates and cam;
paign volunteers going door;to;door talk;
ing to voters, combined with a direct mail
campaign to convey the same message to
the same voter again.
To develop the voter contact plan, a simple
approach is needed:
. Map the district;
. Create poll kits;
. Find or create the voters list.
Using the mass media
A media campaign is one vehicle through
which the campaign communicates its mes;
sage to the voters. In Ukraine, it is a problem
to gain access to the media, so in planning
the media campaign it is important to hon;
estly determine what, if any, media space
the party has access to in each electoral dis;
trict. Look also to other media within elec;
toral districts, such as local television, radio,
and newspapers.
Attract the media’s attention; it always likes
to tell good stories. They need to fill the page
of a newspaper with photographs and text,
radio and television with sound. If the cam;
paign can supply the stories that will fill the
space or the time, then it is more likely to
receive media attention. People follow the
news, especially when they have a stake in it
or when it touches them personally. An event
will make the news if the media believes it
will reach out to their audiences. Remem;
ber that the opinions of the party or its can;
didates alone are not news.
You can reach your audience using the fol;
lowing techniques:
• Telling a story. People think and remem;
ber in images, in sounds, and in feelings
rather than in words; give the media im;
ages they can use for television, the
sound clips that will work on radio, and
events with photographs that newspa;
pers can write about.
• Distributing a press release containing
answers to five basic questions:
WHO is staging the event?
WHAT will happen at the event—is it a
press conference, public forum, etc?
WHERE the event is going to happen?
WHEN? The time and date of the event
must be clear
WHY the event is happening?
• Arranging a press conference. Invite the
media for coffee, talk to them when they
come to the press conference, or call
them on the phone occasionally to let
them know what the campaign is doing.
There is no guarantee that the media will
carry the campaign messages or cover the
party’s event, but they will never cover an
event if they do not get called. It is a good
idea to send out notification for the press
conference well in advance, then a remind;
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er a few days before the actual date of the
press conference.
Getting out to vote
It does no good to have spent months per;
suading voters that the party is the best if vot;
ers do not go to the polls on Election Day.
Individual voters often feel that their one
single vote does not matter. They need to
know that they are part of something bigger
and that their support for the party and its
candidates is important. Often a simple re;
minder—either a phone call or a brocure—
can be enough to ensure that they vote.
The “get out the vote” (GOTV) effort is of;
ten viewed as a separate phase of the cam;
paign. It is generally the final push of the
campaign, in the last two or three weeks be;
fore Election Day. In fact, it should be viewed
as the final phase toward which everything
else in the campaign builds.
The party should only remind those voters
who support them to vote on Election Day.
It is therefore important to have spent time
identifying which voters will support you,
well in advance of the GOVT effort. Once
you have developed a database or list of sup;
porters, it is important to communicate with
them in the short period of time just be;
fore the election. It is therefore important
to budget enough time, money, and peo;
ple and have a realistic plan of how you
will get in touch with your supporters dur;
ing the last two to three weeks of the cam;
paign.
You should implement GOTV using the fol;
lowing techniques:
• Telephone (to encourage voters to turn
out, provide basic voting information
such as poll locations and hours, offer
rides to voters, ask favourable voters to
help volunteers with the GOTV efforts);
• Transportation of voters to the polls
(which is an excellent technique to make
sure your voters will vote on Election Day);
• Mail/email (remind voters of where they
can vote, deliver a brief positive message
encouraging the identified voters to
vote, emphasise the importance of the
election).
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Appendix . List of web&pages
of political parties of other
countries
. European socialist party
http://www.eurosocialists.org/
. Political parties and organisations in
Australia
http://www.aph.gov.au/library/
intguide/pol/polparti.htm/
. The Party of European Liberal Demo;
crats and Reformists
http://www.eldr.org/en/whatwesay/
program.html/
. Information about election results all
over the world
http://www.electionworld.org/
. The site provides links to national
political parties all over the world
http://www.polisci.com/
. Liberal Party of Canada
http://www.liberal.ca/
. National Democratic Party of Canada
http://www.ndp.ca/
. English Democratic Party of Japan
http://www.dpj.or.jp/
. Labour Party of the United Kingdom
http://www.labour.org.uk/
. Basic facts on Lithuania’s
Political Parties
http://vingis.sc;uni.ktu.lt/rinkimai/
basipart.html/
. Estonian Coalition Party
http://www.koonderakond.ee/
english.html/
. Current state of the parties
in the House of Commons
http://www.parliament.uk/com;
mons/lib/state.htm
. Democratic National
Committee of the USA
http://www.democrats.org/
index.html
. List of the most popular Ukrainian
parties, with links to their web;pages
http://ukraine.uazone.net/party.html
.Official web;page
of the USA Reform Party
http://www.reformparty.org/
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Our country and our Party were founded on
high ideals and noble visions. Over the course
of our history, we have had triumphs and felt
tragedies. Through it all, we all have drawn our
strength from the tolerance, genius, and fun;
damental decency of the people of Canada.
The single most powerful manner in which
our Party engages with the membership
across the country is the national policy proc;
ess. The policy process is a defining feature
of the Liberal Party, and sets us apart from
every other party in the western world. The
membership is the final authority on our Par;
ty’s policies not only when we are in opposi;
tion, but also when we are in government.
This is a tribute to the Liberal values of in;
clusiveness and accountability, and our abil;
ity to keep the process vigorous, and to see
it through to a meaningful conclusion, is a
fundamental test of our Party’s political char;
acter.
The results are clear: at a time when every
other political party on the national stage is
wrestling with identity crises, ordinary Lib;
erals have kept our Party true to itself.
Through the continuous participation of the
membership, we have rejuvenated our Par;
ty without needing to reinvent it.
The flagship of the process is the Biennial
Convention. The Convention will be the cul;
mination of local debate in our smallest ham;
lets and largest metropoli. Ultimately, reso;
lutions embracing the full spectrum of
thought will be adopted as official Party pol;
icy. Each of those policies will have been
written by Party members, and ratified by
the collective voice of the membership.
This document serves as a guide to that
process, setting out each step in the road
from idea to official policy. It is meant to
help Party members to understand the proc;
ess, and to make the most of it. It provides
an overview of the process; explains the
purposes and rationales behind the steps;
makes suggestions on how members can
generate, refine, and give form to their ide;
as for policies in resolutions; describes the
standard format for policy resolutions; ex;
plains how resolutions make their way from
the local to the national level; offers advice
on how to win support to have a resolution
adopted; and sketches out ways in which
members can press resolutions into action
by government.
This policy cycle comes at a crucial juncture
in our Party’s history: it will give rise to the
last Biennial Convention before the next gen;
eral election. As such, it will be the final op;
portunity for the membership to shape col;
lectively the vision that the Party will present
to Canadians in that election.
Parties rise and fall based on what they stand
for. In this policy cycle, it will be up to us, as
members of the Liberal Party, to decide what
that is.
Introduction
Appendix . Liberal Party
of Canada: Have Your Say:
A Guide to Policy Development
  See: http:// .../policy/hys;eng;.pdf; used with permission. Document has been updat;
ed since our reprinting.
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Overview
The Party’s policy process links individu;
als, their community, their province, the
country and the Party together. It is designed
to encourage ideas to well up from the grass;
roots and shape the course of national af;
fairs.
Chart . Policymaking process
The Individual
The process begins with individuals who have
opinions or beliefs. The challenge at this
stage is to encourage individuals to come for;
ward with their views, and out of them devel;
op ideas.
Individuals may be brought forward to be;
come involved in the Party by joining local
riding associations; aboriginal, women’s, or
youth clubs; or several of these.
Riding associations and clubs should con;
sider making policy meetings and events an
ongoing part of their activities, both during
and outside of the formal policy process.
Events
Policy events organized by riding associa;
tions and clubs may take whatever from is
appropriate to local circumstances: a town
hall meeting on a variety of themes; a round
table exercise on a single subject; a tele;
phone or newsletter survey; a riding associ;
ation general meeting.
Any event that brings members together
and facilitates discussion of issues of con;
cern to them is a successful event. Whatever
format you choose, you should seek to both
provoke debate, and funnel opinions into
ideas for action.
Policy papers on subjects of current nation;
al and regional interest may be useful in stim;
ulating discussion at your event and in in;
forming that discussion.
Resolutions
Ultimately, to move forward, ideas from pol;
icy events must be captured in formal policy
resolutions. A resolution may support or sug;
gest changes to existing practices, call for spe;
cific action, or express a point of principle.
Section MECHANICS OF POLICY RESOLUTIONS
of this document deals in depth with the me;
chanics of resolutions.
Responsibility for drafting resolutions may
be placed wherever it is most effectively ex;
ercised. Some associations and clubs invite
their members to submit resolutions to pol;
icy events. Others have a subcommittee of
their Executives listen to the views coming
out of events and write resolutions that stay
true to the essence of what they hear.
Riding Association and Club
Meetings
Once resolutions have been generated by
an association or club’s policy events, they
Implementation
Biennial 
Convention
PTAs, 
Commissions, 
Caucus and SCOP
Riding association 
and club meetings
Resolutions
Events
Individual
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must be democratically filtered and validat;
ed before they may proceed forward.
Sometimes, this occurs at a riding associa;
tion or club general meeting or annual gen;
eral meeting. At the meeting, members are
asked to vote on each resolution, to accept
or reject resolutions, and to prioritize reso;
lutions that are accepted.
As frequently, local constitutions allow rid;
ing association and club executives to ac;
cept, reject, and prioritize resolutions at a
meeting of the executive, rather than requir;
ing resolutions to be submitted to a general
meeting. Provinces usually restrict the
number of resolutions each association or
club may put forward.
Provincial and Territorial
Associations, Commissions,
Caucus, SCOP
The resolutions passed by riding associations
are forwarded to the provincial and territorial
associations of which they are members. Again,
resolutions are voted upon and prioritized.
Each provincial and territorial association is
permitted to forward ten resolutions, of
which two are its priority resolutions, to the
Biennial Convention.
In some of the more populous provinces,
there may be an intermediate step between
the riding association general meetings and
the provincial general meeting. At these
“regional meetings”, a similar process of de;
bate, voting and prioritizations is carried
out, before the priority resolutions of the
regions are forwarded on to the provincial
level.
As with provincial and territorial associa;
tions, the Aboriginal Peoples’ Commission,
the National Women’s Liberal Commission,
the Young Liberals of Canada, the National
Liberal Caucus and the National Standing
Committee on Policy Development (SCOP)
are each entitled to send ten resolutions to
the Biennial Convention, of which two are
each body’s priority resolutions.
Biennial Convention
Even with several rounds of filtering and pri;
oritization at the local, regional, and provin;
cial levels, a large number of resolutions
reach the Biennial Convention. As a result,
they must be divided into thematic work;
shops, many of which are held simultaneous;
ly, to be discussed.
Each riding association is represented at the
Convention by delegates, elected at its dele;
gate election meeting.
Of all the resolutions passed in the work;
shops, only one per workshop is forwarded
to the policy plenary for decision. In addi;
tion, the two priority resolutions coming
out of each province, territory, commission,
the Caucus and SCOP go directly to the
plenary.
Resolutions adopted at the policy plenary
become the Party’s official policy.
Implementation
The Standing Committee on Policy Develop;
ment will monitor the actions of our govern;
ment towards implementing the resolutions,
and report back to the Party between Conven;
tions. However, riding associations and clubs
should take it upon themselves to champion
resolutions that they wish to see implement;
ed, by keeping in touch with MPs, Senators
and relevant Ministers.
Adopted resolutions carry tremendous mor;
al authority, but will not, in and of themselves,
lead to their own realization. It is up to mem;
bers to wield their authority with effect.
Pressing the implementation of resolutions
should come to be seen as a central part of
every riding association and club’s efforts to
hold government to account, to give politi;
cal form to the will of Canadians.
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Objectives of the policy process
Since our founding, the Liberal Party of Can;
ada has sought to be a party of mass member;
ship and democratic public participation.
Our policy process reflects this. Since our
first policy conference in , we have al;
ways believed that Party policy development
ought to be driven by the Party membership,
complementing the work of our Caucus and
government.
Ethically, a democratic policy process serves
the national interest by ensuring that our
government’s practices remain grounded in
the desires of ordinary Canadians. If the pur;
pose of government is to give expression to
the will of the people, then that will must be
made manifest in the workings of the gov;
erning Party. Moreover, at a time when our
Caucus is unevenly represented across the
country, the policy process provides a valua;
ble conduit for regional needs, ideas and
aspirations.
Tactically, the process makes our Party more
likely to earn the confidence of Canadians to
form the government. By keeping it abreast
of the concerns of people ordinarily outside
the machinery of government, the vast ma;
jority of Canadians, the policy process helps
to keep our Party’s world view balanced.
Strategically, mass participation ensures that
Liberalism remains a living, growing  philos;
ophy. Parties remain current only through the
continuous infusion from the grassroots of
new ideas, new perspectives and new de;
mands. As a Party, we have never needed a
“fresh start” because our processes have pre;
vented us from becoming stale in the first
place.
The objectives of the policy process are to
make us more deserving of office, more like;
ly to win office and more effective in office.
Local policy development
The efforts of a riding association or club in
the policy process are best co;ordinated by a
policy chair, elected or appointed by the ex;
ecutive.
The policy chair’s first duty is to assemble a
team or committee, drawing its members
from a cross;section of Liberals in the com;
munity. The newly formed committee should
then set its goals and work plan for the year.
Besides organizing events and logistics for
the policy process, the committee would
have an ongoing responsibility to:
• act as a liaison between its community,
the Party and our government
• engage the local membership on issues of
concern and represent their views to the
Party and government
• promote Liberal values and policies in
the community
• if there is a local Liberal MP, keep him or
her abreast of developments in the com;
munity and help to hold him or her to ac;
count for serving the community interest
Chart . Purposes
of policymaking
Purposes
Ethically
Serves National
Interest
Strategically
Serve Interests
of Liberalism
Tactically
Serves Party’s Interests
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• if there is no Liberal MP, monitor local
issues to help future Liberal candidate to
be elected and to act as a critic of the op;
position MP.
There are as many possible types of events as
there are communities. Each type appeals to
different local circumstances, different types
of issues and requires different resources of
the organizers. Here is a sample.
Town Hall Meetings
Town Hall meetings are public meetings fa;
voured by MPs to make themselves more ac;
cessible to their constituencies and to provide
constituents with a forum to express their
views. Agendas for these meetings can in;
clude debates, speeches and questions. Pub;
licity should be community oriented, for ex;
ample, notices in schools, grocery stores,
churches and the like. Check the calendars
of other groups in advance to prevent sched;
uling  conflicts.
Policy Forums
Large meetings, such as general membership
meetings, are integral to the policy process.
For such events to be successful, you need: a
focused agenda; distribution of relevant in;
formation before the meeting; and a chair
with a strong grasp of the rules of procedure.
Panel Discussions
Guest panels need detailed planning as they
are more structured and formal, and are char;
acterized by limiting discussion to a single is;
sue. Panelists can be political, apolitical or
mixture of both. They should each bring spe;
cialized expertise on an issue or give oppos;
ing viewpoints. Regardless of which side of
an issue he or she represents, each panel
member should be allowed an equal amount
of time (; minutes) to state his or her po;
sition. With the assistance of a neutral chair,
skilled in managing large groups, the audi;
ence should be able to ask questions of the
panel. An advertised social period  should be
built into the plan for the meeting.
Debates
Policy debates are similar to policy forums
in their organization. It is important to in;
vite knowledgeable participants fairly
matched in debating skill. A neutral chair is
crucial if order is to be maintained among
people of differing views.
Discussion Groups
If you are having difficulty organizing a sin;
gle event, you may wish to opt for a series of
smaller events. Groups of five to eight tend
to have the highest productivity. Such a
groups needs a strong chair to accentuate
organization and keep discussions focused.
Policy Socials
Policy socials allow members to discuss issues
in an informal setting. A guest knowledgea;
ble in a particular field may be invited to give
an informal talk to a group, perhaps in some;
one’s home. Open discussion with some ques;
tions and answers should follow. A chair
should be chosen by the host to prevent dom;
ination of the discussion by a few. Light re;
freshments can be served and further social;
izing encouraged after group discussion has
ended. Variations of the policy social may in;
clude events such as barbecues or larger scale
gatherings.
Irrespective of the type of event you hold,
the objective is the same: to tease our the
opinions of attendees; stimulate though
and reflection, allowing opinions and not
ideas, you should take steps to ensure that
your members have access to a sound base
of information. Included in this document,
Policies IdeasOpinions
Chart . Research
and Consensus
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Mechanics of policy resolutions
The resolution is the primary vehicle for all
efforts in the policy process.
A resolution is a statement, or set of state;
ments, that clearly expresses a belief or a judg;
ment on an issue of public policy and calls
upon the Party to take a position or press for
action accordingly.
Resolutions should be concise, clear, based
on accurate facts, written to achieve a specif;
ic purpose and contain no more than 
words in total. Resolutions have four distinct
sections:
. Title
The title of a resolution should be concise,
accurate and quickly convey the subject of the
resolution.
. Preamble
Each preamble begins with “whereas”. The
preamble describes the situation, issue, or
context that gives rise to the resolution. As
well, it also lists facts necessary for the read;
er to understand the thrust of the resolu;
tion. The preamble may press the case for
the reason the resolution is important. Fi;
nally, it offers arguments, or attempts to an;
ticipate counter;arguments, in order to elic;
it support. Not all resolutions have pream;
bles. For those that do, it is crucial that it be
clear, focused, accurate, and concise.
. Direction
The “Be it Resolved” section is the core of any
resolution.  It communicates what the mover
wants the Party to do, or what position the
mover wants the Party to take. There may be
several statements in the direction, depend;
ing on the complexity of the resolution. The
direction should not repeat information al;
ready in the preamble.
. Authorship
The name of the resolution’s sponsoring
body must always be listed.
In drawing up a resolution, you should al;
ways remain focused on what you are trying
to achieve. Do you, for example, wish to:
• express support for a government action
or stance;
• suggest alternatives to current practices;
you will find policy papers on current is;
sues.
If you want your steps to encourage not only
reflections, but also concrete ideas, then you
have to ensure that your members have ac;
cess to as comprehensive information as
possible, which, in particular, can be drawn
from the following sources:
• your MP;
• other local representatives;
• local social service agencies;
• local advocacy groups;
• local Chamber of Commerce;
• “think tanks” and research institutes;
• National Liberal Research Bureau;
• past policy resolutions;
• local university departments;
• libraries.
Ultimately, the quality of resolutions pro;
duced by you association or club will be the
determining factor in how much impact you
are able to achieve.
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• ask the Party to press the government to
achieve a specific goal.
If your intentions is the last, you should bear
in mind:
• what is the actual goal: what do you really
want to achieve?
• what are your objectives, and what (if
any) are your suggested means?
• is the goal feasible?
• does it fall under the authority of the fed;
eral government?
• how would you measure achievement of
the goals?
• in what time frame should success occur?
• do costs and benefits of your goal need to
be addressed in your resolution?
A resolution is unlikely to be passed unless it
calls for action or establishes a position that
Liberals understand and support. If a resolu;
tion is adopted, it will have only the desired
effect if the intended effect is clear and rec;
ognizable.
Common pitfalls in resolutions:
• never exceed  words;
• avoid resolutions that are without mean;
ing, that would not result in any action;
• bear in mind that because several months
will pass between drafting your resolution
and the Biennial Convention, you must
ensure that your resolution addresses
matters that will be current throughout
the process;
• avoid inflammatory language;
• ensure that your facts are accurate.
At some point, you should ask yourself, «If I
could achieve anything in government, what
would it be? What sort of country do I want?
What must government do to achieve that?»
The policy process is a unique opportunity
to influence the direction of our country. We
should seize it with both hands.
Example: different sections
of a resolution:
Title. Land Mines
Preamble. WHEREAS Canada has taken a
leadership role in the elimination of land;
mines, with the recently signed Landmines
Treaty;
WHEREAS these landmines have caused
mass destruction, continue to kill and maim
and destroy the quality of life for innocent
people;
WHEREAS this treaty only deals with the man;
ufacture of new land mines, the use of exist;
ing landmines and the destruction of already
placed landmines;
WHEREAS the public has played a key role
in furthering the principles of humanity as
evidenced by the grassroots call for a total ban
of anti;personnel mines;
Direction. BE IT RESOLVED that the Lib;
eral Party of Canada supports the government
of Canada’s efforts to continue leading inter;
nationally to ensure early ratification, univer;
salization and implementation of the treaty,
also known as the «Ottawa II» process;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Liber;
al Party of Canada urge that the government
of Canada broaden its outreach activities with
schools, communities, NGO’s and service
organizations and work with these groups to
establish a Canadian Mines Action Trust
Fund to assist with the rehabilitation of per;
sons affected by anti;personnel mines.
Authorship. Standing Committee on Poli;
cy Development
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At the provincial and territorial association level
After approval at the local riding association
level (and, if applicable, at the regional lev;
el), resolutions proceed to provincial and
territorial associations.
There are large numbers of resolutions
jockeying to be one of the ten that will pro;
ceed from each province, territory and com;
mission to the Biennial Convention. Reso;
lutions that capture the public imagination
may make their way into one of the ten spac;
es with little help from their authors. For
the most part, however, the framer of a res;
olution will have to work hard and crea;
tively to persuade fellow Liberals to sup;
port that resolution in preference to oth;
ers on offer.
In order to maximize your chances of win;
ning support, you could:
• ensure that riding association or club
members turn out in force to support
their resolutions;
• have able speakers on hand to move res;
olution and to respond to any questions
or challenges from the floor.
• anticipate likely criticisms of your reso;
lutions and prepare counter;arguments;
• contact other associations or clubs before
the provincial or territorial meeting, to
press the case for your resolution;
• sponsor resolutions jointly with other as;
sociations or clubs;
• distribute flyers at the provincial or terri;
torial meeting or mailing beforehand.
It is tempting to assume that good ideas and
resolutions will always stand on their own. In
a democratic system, however, a good idea is
a necessary but not of itself sufficient condi;
tion for public support. With a large number
of good ideas on offer, even the best resolu;
tions need to be promoted effectively to be
recognized as such.
The objective of the policy process is not only
to establish the Party’s policies, but also to
stimulate debate and reflection amongst the
membership. Framers of resolutions, there;
fore, have a duty both to themselves and their
fellow Liberals to roll up their sleeves and
work their resolutions on the floor.
At the Biennial Convention
The Biennial Convention is the highest au;
thority body of the Party.
The Convention is attended by delegates
elected by every riding association and club.
In addition, all Liberal MPs, Senators, Party
executive, and other ex officio delegates
may attend.
Priority resolutions coming from the provinc;
es, territories, commissions, Caucus, and
SCOP proceed directly to the Convention’s
policy plenary session. All other resolutions
are voted on in workshops. Because of the
large number of resolutions before the work;
shops, however, debate may be limited. You
should, therefore, read through the resolu;
tions before attending a workshop. Each work;
shop chooses one priority resolution to send
to the policy plenary.
All resolutions passed at the plenary become
official Party policy.
The Party also takes advantage of the Con;
vention to hold an accountability session,
during which any member may ask ques;
tions of our government. In addition, there
are frequently skill;building meetings on
topics such as communications, organiza;
tion, and fund raising. Party executive mem;
bers are also elected at the Convention.
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Conventions also provide a unique oppor;
tunity for Liberals from across the country to
meet one another, discuss issues of concern,
and forge a greater sense of national enter;
prise. And, despite the serious business of
state and Party, Conventions are an enor;
mous amount of fun!
After the Convention
In many ways, the end of the Convention is
the true beginning of the policy process.
Policy development should be viewed as
part of the ongoing responsibility of mem;
bership. Resolutions passed by the Bienni;
al Convention should become some of the
principal tools used by members to press our
government on issues of concern to them.
You can do so by contacting your MP, your
province or territory’s Senators, members of
Cabinet or Party Executive.
Ultimately, the democratic validation given to
resolutions by the policy process makes those
resolutions powerful tools for the expression
of popular will. However, it remains up to each
one of us to make use of those tools.
For its part, the Standing Committee on Pol;
icy Development has made a decision to
publish an accountability report on what our
government has done, is doing, and propos;
es yet to do to implement resolutions passed
at the Biennial Convention. Where our gov;
ernment has been unable or thought it in;
advisable or premature to act on a resolu;
tion, we will ask them to explain why.
It is our hope that this report will further
energize the policy process and strengthen
accountability.
Outside of the formal policy cycle, associa;
tions and clubs should continue the proc;
ess of organizing policy events and commu;
nicating the results to our Caucus and gov;
ernment. Indeed, policy development
should be an ongoing core function of eve;
ry association and club. Although outside of
the cycle of the formal policy process, reso;
lutions do not travel to provincial and then
national meetings, they could nonetheless
be effective vehicles for expressing the con;
cerns of local members and for offering our
Caucus and government access to the wealth
of intellectual and creative resources in our
associations and clubs.
In any democratic system, we never receive
the government we deserve. We receive the
government we demand, and the govern;
ment that we help to build.
The Party’s policy process is our process. It
is our opportunity to demand more, and to
make it possible for our government to ac;
complish more.
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